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International Relationships and Editorial strategies
My aim is devoted to make a comparison between the editorial strategies
put into effect by the editors, collaborators and publishers of certain 18thcentury periodicals, published in Venice, in organising, enhancing and
spreading advanced scientific knowledge and research in Italy,
especially in the field of mathematics, and the strategies adopted in some
Italian mathematical journals of 19th century to try to raise the level of
mathematical research in Italy.
In both cases it was necessary to “open the borders of Italy to Europe
and other nations” in order to widen knowledge.
The international relationships established by the editors of these
journals with Italian and foreign mathematicians played an important
role and contributed to attract a public of readers, authors, publishers, ….
Following discussions yesterday on the meaning to be given to the word
‘editorial strategies’, I want to stress that I use this term outlining the
ways in which the editorial board of a journal intended to pursue an ideal
and ambitious project, trying to get success in this enterprise.

Following discussions yesterday on the meaning to be given to the
word ‘editorial strategies’, I want to stress that I use this term
outlining the ways in which the editorial board of a journal
intended to pursue an ideal and ambitious project, trying to get
success in this enterprise.
Editorial Project: to organise, enhance and spread advanced mathematical
knowledge in Italy, in order to raise the level of mathematical studies,
research and instruction.

I will try to make a comparison between the paths taken to achieve
their purposes and I will focus in particular on these topics
 Articles, Translations, Comments/Remarks by editors
 Choice of collaborators and authors, contacts and correspondence
 Reports and reviews (significance of the self-reviews)
 Celebrations, obituaries (significance of the self-biographies)
 Exchanges of periodicals, circulations ,…

Giornale de’ Letterati d’Italia 1710-1740
42 volumes Publishers: 1-38 Gio. Gabriele Hertz, 39-40 M. Fenzo
 1710-1718 Editor Apostolo Zeno (1668-1750)
1710-1713 quarterly

Vols 1-16

1714 Only 3 vols

Vols 17-19

1715-1716

Vols 20-27

1717-1718 only 2 vols each year Vols 28-31
 1718 Editor Pier Caterino Zeno (1666-1732)
1719-1720 only 3 vols

Vols 32-33

(2 parts: 331 332)

1721-1722 Vol 34
1723-1725 Vols 35-37
 F. Seghezzi, S. Mastracà, N. Caramondani, Ludovico Maller
1727 Vol 381

1733 Vol 382 1739 Vol 39

1740 Vol 40

Raccolta d’opuscoli scientifici e filologici
51 vols., Venice 1728-1757
vol. 51 Indexes of 1-50







each volume was dedicated to a personality:
prince/princess, nobleman/woman, religious,
scholar, professor, librarian, ...
1 duchess Dorotea Sofia
3 countess Clelia Grilla Borromea
7 Ludovico Antonio Muratori
14 Guido Grandi, prof. Philos. Maths Univ. Pise
37 Voltaire, istoriografo di Francia

Preface Letter to A. Vallisneri
Correspondence with collaborators (journalists, librarians, mathematicians
and scientists): A. & P.C. Zeno, S. Maffei, L. A. Muratori, P.M.Paciaudi,
G.A. Sassi, L. Bourguet, O. Mencke, A. & A.jr Vallisneri, G.C. & G.F.
Fagnani, G. Grandi, G. Poleni, J. Riccati, P. Frisi, G. Torelli, B. Zendrini,
T. Narducci, G. Manfredi.

MOTIVATIONS, AIMS AND STRATEGIES OF THE EDITORS of GLI

Apostolo ZENO
1668-1750

Antonio VALLISNERI

Scipione MAFFEI

1661-1730

1675-1755

What the founders of the Giornale de’ Letterati d’Italia first wanted
was to promote a renaissance of study and research, after the crisis
of the end of the 17th century, actually establishing a community of
intellectuals – L. A. Muratori’s literary Republic – supportive and
innovative, capable of stimulating their contemporaries to carry out
avant-garde research to fill the gap between Italian science and that
of the other European countries.

L.A. Muratori I primi disegni della Repubblica Letteraria, [Venice] 1703

Mathematics - The spread of the Leibnizian Calculus
The Giornale de’ Letterati d’Italia was the ideal context in which to
publicise the new differential methods, as well as to show how they
could be applied to the study of the problems arising in the fields of

geometry, mechanic, physics and astronomy, medicine

Science of waters
hydrodynamic

medicine

physics

Diffusion of the Leibnizian Calculus in Italy
GLI 1710-1722
11 articles on central forces
[5 Hermann, 2 Verzaglia, 3 S. Checozzi, 2 Nic. I Bernoulli]

Jacob Hermann
1678-1733

7 differential equations, integral calculus
[1 Manfredi, 2 Riccati, 2 Nic. I Bernoulli, 2 Fagnani]

11 rectification of curves

Gabriele Manfredi
1681-1761

[10 Fagnani, 1 Nic. I Bernoulli]

5 applications of differential calculus to problems of
hydrodynamics, iatromathematics, optics, geometry, ...
[3 Zendrini, 1 Riccati, 1 Suzzi]

Jacopo Riccati
1676-1754

2 infinitesimals and infinities [Varignon, Grandi]

Maths: 9 long reviews – 8 eulogies – 46 news
Giulio Fagnani
1682-1766

1. Styles: Articles, Remarks by editors, self-Reviews
The fulfilment of the initial plan to demonstrate the skills of the Italian
scholars and scientists took three main directions in the GLI, namely
 articles followed, in the Supplementi, by the journalist’s comments
 reviews
 biographies.
It was through these channels that readers were able not only to approach the
topics of the most advanced scientific research, but also come to know the
intellectual course taken by the authors themselves in order to arrive at
important results. In this way the journalists aimed to stimulate the spirit of
emulation and criticism.
Articles in GLI Supplementi 1722-26
The most important novelty was the presence of an anonymous Annotation
written at the end of the article, which gave some remarks about the
importance of the research, stressing some unusual points or results or
aspects or connections with other results of Italian or foreign
mathematicians. Since Riccati was the major supervisor, as appears from his
correspondence, we can conclude that almost all the Annotations were due to
him.

The close community of ideals and aims between the journalists and the most
brilliant mathematicians made it possible, between 1710 and 1725, to reach a
high level of specialised mathematical research, particularly in the use of the
Leibnizian analysis and Newtonian mechanics.
The fact that their articles frequently featured quotations and references to
results or methods used by others in preceding issues of the GLI leads us to
maintain that by means of these periodicals a community of mutually
supportive researchers was formed in Italy.

Muratori’s dream to constitute an Italian scholarly Republic became reality
for mathematicians and scientists who collaborated to the journal:
Hermann, Riccati, Manfredi, Fagnani, Grandi, Poleni, Zendrini, …
(some of them were professors at the Padua University)
Moreover the pedagogical sense of the founders and the main collaborators
led them to want to show, through the reviews and the biographies, some
models to be imitated either because they were outstanding masters and
teachers, scientists, researchers or skilled organisers of Italian science in
civil institutions, in academies or in journals.

The role of the self reviews
Particular attention was devoted to works by Italians which gave evidence of
originality. In these cases, not only was the newly published volume
announced in the Novelle letterarie, but a long review of this book was
printed in a specific article in the GLI, which gave an account of its
contents and elements of novelty and originality in comparison with
current leading research.
This kind of article was often requested by the author himself.
Why?
Because the journalists feared that an account given by some other person
would not be capable of pointing out the main aspects, since the editor in
question would not be so closely involved with the original specialist
research.
Since the aim of the founders was to discover and show the talent of Italian
authors, whose books dealt with avant-garde methods and research, the
role of the self-review became very important for the diffusion of the new
infinitesimal calculus.

The role of the self reviews
It was not by chance that in the first volume of the GLI Manfredi published
a 20-page article in the form of a review of his treatise De construtione
de aequationum differentialim primi gradus (1707) on the construction of
differential equations, which began with a history of the Leibnizian
differential and integral calculus, with comments on its usefulness in
solving problems and on the limits of Cartesian geometry when faced with
transcendental curves and problems of physical mathematics and finished
with the following words:
“as all this is clearly explained, it serves as useful instruction both for
beginners, both for those who are already expert in calculus.
The problems solved here are all, or almost all, taken from the Leipzig
Proceedings where they were presented without explanation of the
analytic procedure.
Thus from comparison with these Proceedings the reader can have the
pleasure of observing when the solutions agree among themselves and by
what path they have been obtained.”

The role of panegyrics and of the self biographies
The biographical panegyrics of dead authors played an important role in the
development and promotion of the publishing plan of the GLI, giving the news
of the deaths of the most important figures of Italian culture, who were in
contacts with illustrious international personalities (Leibniz, Newton, …).
Certainly a notable contribution to the writing of biographies in the Veneto
journals of the time was made by the writer Giovannartico Di Porcia, who, in
the wake of Muratori’s plan to form a Republic of learned men, in the autumn of
1721 decided to collect a history of the lives and studies of some living Italian
scholars. He therefore informed friends, journalists, librarians and collaborators
with Veneto periodicals, such as the GLI, Supplementi and Raccolta di opuscoli,
asking for their help in looking for authors of self-biographies.
The correspondence of these years is rich in references to these topics and to the
didactic significance of the self-biographies.

Progetto ai Letterati d’Italia per scrivere le loro vite
The Giovannartico count of Porcia’s Project was published in the first
volume of the Raccolta (1728) and it was to its author that in 1733 Calogerà
devoted himself in the eighth volume of his journal, with high praise of the
ethical and educational values at the basis of his project:
“All Italy is in your debt for the project… which if it is carried out by
everyone according to the rules given by you will be of great help to the
living and to posterity because, seeing how the first scholars in Italy have
reached the peak of glory and how they have studied to reach it, they will
learn how to study in order to become useful to oneself and to others.”

Solidarity in controversies - Riccati’s Letter 1729
In J. Riccati’s correspondence with Vallisneri, Lioni, Poleni, Manfredi and
Fagnani there emerges the role played by Riccati as director-editor, adviser
and defender in the three Venice journals (GLI, Supplementi, Raccolta) in
the years 1720-1730.
It is well known that the 18th century was characterised by a particular
density of polemics, controversies, attacks and accusations of plagiarism.
From the history of the three Venetian journals we can see the powerful
bond of solidarity forged in the first thirty years of the century between
journalists, authors and collaborators, in the face of the attacks and unjust,
unfounded criticisms published both abroad and at home.
Riccati who had been disgusted by the sneering, offensive tone of N.
Bernoulli’s articles against Fagnani (1720,1729), and by the 1726 review of
the Lezione accademica intorno all’origine delle fontane by Vallisneri, in
the second volume of Raccolta published a Lettera in difesa del Libro
dell’origine delle Fontane, in which he took a firm stand against the
excessively superficial reviews of the Italian books published abroad.
He accused the journalists of scarce scientific rigour, of bigotry and
partisanship in favour of their powerful friends.

International Relationships and Editorial strategies 19th c
Also the editorial strategies put into effect by the editors, collaborators and
publishers of some Italian mathematical journals of 19th century aimed at
try to raise the level of mathematical research in Italy.

I will try to show some aspects of the paths taken to achieve their
purposes and I will focus in particular on these topics:







Travels, stays of studies, meetings, conferences, …
Contacts and correspondence with foreign mathematicians
Translations of foreign papers
Reports, reviews and comments (articles, essays, treatises)
Celebrations, obituaries, self-biographies, …
Exchanges of periodicals, circulation, financing problems,
relationships with publishers, Institutions, Government, …

Annali di Scienze matematiche e fisiche

Founded in 1850 by Barnaba Tortolini in Rome the
Annali was the first journal devoted to mathematical and
physical sciences published in Italy.
B. Tortolini (1808-1874) was a priest, studied philosophy at
the Collegio Romano and graduated in mathematics and
philosophy at the Archiginnasio Romano della Sapienza in
1829
1837 chair of Calculus - University of Rome
1845 professor of Mathematical Physics at the Pontificio
Seminario Romano
1856 editor and director of the publishing house of the journal
Propaganda Fide
1869 paralised 1870 refused to recognized the new Italian
Kingdom and lost his chair (like Domenico Chelini)
Publications in Giornale arcadico di Sci-Let-Arti, Accademia
pontificia dei Nuovi Lincei, Annali … [Lists in Boncompagni]
Member of Soc. Ital. Scienze (XL), Acc. Bologna, Pont.
Nuovi Lincei, Naples, Torino, Upsal, …

 1850-1857 Annali di Scienze matematiche e fisiche – Rome

89 authors from six countries:
Cayley, Sylvester, Taylor, W. Spottiswoode (England)
J. Riedl von Leuenstern (Austria)
W. Roberts, M. Roberts (Ireland)
Bertrand, Lebesgue, O. Terquem (France)
Jacobi, J. Dienger, C. Gudermann, C. Martin, Schlömilch, F. Woepcke (Germany)
G. Battaglini, Bellavitis, Betti, Boncompagni, Brioschi [41 papers], Casorati, D.
Chelini, Cremona, F. Faà di Bruno, Felici, Fergola, Genocchi, Mainardi, C.
Matteucci, O. Mossotti, G. Novi, G. Piola, P. Tardy, D. Turazza (Italy)
Topics: Algebra, Calculus, Geometry, Mechanics and Hydraulics, Physics
(experimental, mathematical, natural history, astronomy, geodesy, meteorology,
geology, hydrology, mineralogy) like previous scientific journals or academic
periodicals
Languages: French, Latin, Italian
Problematic aspects in this time period: political (Papal State), the need to have a
journal devoted only to mathematics, the decline of the quality of papers, the
fact that the same paper was published in various periodicals, …

1857 Brioschi's proposal to Betti and Genocchi
to continue to publish the Annali in Rome under Tortolini and to form an
editorial board composed of Tortolini, Betti, Genocchi, and Brioschi himself
A new journal whose models were Crelle's Journal für die reine und
angewandte Mathematik in Germany and the Annales de mathématiques pure
et appliquées in France. The name was chosen in analogy to the extant English,
French, and German journals.
[Bottazzini 2000]
 It was true that Tortolini had international contacts with members of the
editorial board of other journals
Tortolini to Betti, 27 September 1854
“Mr. Thomson always sends me his journal [Cambridge and Dublin
Mathematical Journal] in exchange for my Annali. I would be flattered if he
would exchange the new journal [Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied
Mathematics] he will publish in London with my Annali.”
 It is also true that he sent European mathematicians reprints of papers
published in his journal. Betti’s 1852 memoir was sent J.J. Sylvester, A.
De Morgan, Kummer, Borchardt, P. L. Dirichlet, L. Poinsot, J. Serret, J.
Bertrand, G. Lamé, C. Sturm, Hermite, Liouville, Cauchy, C.F. Gauss, G.
Bellavitis.

Contacts and correspondence with authors

Tortolini to Betti, 20 January 1851
“I open my Annali for the new year … with your illustrious name. I am
mailing you the page proofs and pray you to pay the most, scrupulous attention
in their correction: as you will see, I have already corrected many mistakes, but
it is possible that many others have escaped me .... The theory you treat is
very hard and I am relying on you to add reflections or developments to
facilitate reading and full comprehension: the lack of time and the delay in
printing make me forgo other wishes.”
Tortolini to Betti, 25 March 1852
“Your memoir is on such a high-level subject and I am flattered that you will
be able [through my journal] to make it known especially to those geometers
who are most familiar with these topics, such as Liouville, Hermite, Cauchy,
Kummer, Malmsten, Dirichlet.”
Tortolini to Betti, 6 July 1853
“I am very glad to hear about your progress in the theory of equations … I
don't know if you are aware of what Abel wrote and that it can be found in
his collected works, gathered and published in Christiania in 1839 .... In
Crelle's journal there are also memoirs by Luther and Malmsten and I saw
also another one by an English geometer in the Philosophical Magazine in the
past five or six years.”

Contacts and correspondence

Brioschi to Betti, 28 April 1857
“Let me call your attention to a subject that, I believe, might have great
importance for the progress of mathematical studies in our country. …
You would agree with me that Tortolini's Annali does not meet the end that
every scientific journal should pursue.
This aim, in my opinion, has to be to make the Italian scientific movement
known outside Italy, and to make the scientific movement of the other
civilized countries known to the Italians.”
Cremona to Betti
We must resolve to stop them; because in Tortolini’s hand became frail and
reduced to a state of shame. We must substitute another newspaper that
does honor to the country.

Tortolini to Betti, 15 May 1857
“I have been waiting until today for either Prof. Brioschi's letter or Mr.
Genocchi's; but I haven't seen any yet, therefore I have decided not to delay
sending any longer. …The thing [Brioschi’s proposal] will certainly be
directed to the improvement [of the journal], even though I am ignorant
what it is about and I will have to understand it before I decide. But I want
to say something in advance that I am already preparing an improvement for
my Annali for the year 1858. There will not be any interruption in the
publication and I'll make it longer. However, I look forward to the
valuable observations of Brioschi, Genocchi, and yourself, and I'll take
them into the consideration they deserve.”
Brioschi to Betti, 25 May 1857
Tortolini may accept articles for the journal, but on condition that they are
strictly of pure and applied mathematics, and besides that no other
Italian journal or academies periodical published it. This will free us from
the tedious essays by Volpicelli, like that published in January on the
Annali, which have already been printed in 2 or 3 periodicals.

1858-1866 Annali di Matematica pura ed applicata

s. 1, 7v

editors
Betti (Pise), Brioschi (Pavia), Genocchi (Turin), Tortolini (Rome)

1823-1892

1823-1897

1817-1889

Avviso dei compilatori
«Il rapido e continuo incremento delle Scienze matematiche … le nuove
verità possono subito estendersi e fecondarsi da molti geometri
contemporaneamente in varie parti d’Europa. Quindi per tutte le nazioni
che vogliono cooperare a questo progresso, la necessità di periodici che
diffondano con prestezza e regolarità i nuovi trovati dei loro dotti, e che
agevolino il modo di seguire il generale avanzamento della Scienza.»

Opening Announce of the editors
The fast and continuous development of the mathematical
sciences depended on the effective diffusion of new research
throughout Europe. Therefore, all nations that wanted to
cooperate with the progress of mathematics needed
periodicals to diffuse the new results of their scholars and to
make the progress of science widely known.

1858-1866 Annali di Matematica pura ed applicata - Rome
Eds. Betti, Brioschi, Genocchi, Tortolini
Two Sections

• Original results and new proofs of important theorems,
monographs on new branches of science
• Extracts of texts published in foreign journals and Academies
with references and bibliography, in order to be useful to instruction.

1867-1897 Annali di Matematica pura ed applicata s.2, 7vols
 1867-1876 Francesco Brioschi, Luigi Cremona Milan
1867 Cremona in Milan taught at the Istituto tecnico
1873 Cremona in Rome director of the School for Engineers,
Senator

 1877-1897 chief ed. F. Brioschi, eds. E. Betti (Pise), E. Beltrami
(Pavia), F. Casorati (Pavia), L. Cremona (Rome)
vol. 20 U. Dini, E. Beltrami, L. Cremona
 1898-1922 E. Beltrami, U. Dini, L. Cremona, G. Jung
s. 3, v. 1-31 L. Bianchi 1900, U. Dini, G. Jung, C. Segre 1904

 1924- T. Levi-Civita, S. Pincherle, F. Severi, … s. 4

Luigi Cremona
1830-1903

1858 Betti, Brioschi, Casorati

C. Hermite
J. Bertrand

Dirichlet
Dedekind
Riemann

trip to Paris, Berlin and Göttingen

Weierstrass
Kummer
Kronecker

Travels in Europe, direct contacts and correspondence
Relationships with the international mathematical community

Travels, visits and stays for studies of young Italian
mathematicians in Germany
1857-59 Berlin G.V. Schiaparelli, 1864 Felice Casorati, 1878 S. Pincherle
1872 Göttingen Giuseppe Jung inaugurated the tradition of the ‘visits to
Göttingen’, making a gesture that Klein judged in his letter to L. Cremona
21 November 1872
‘most welcome, so much so that it has given rise to a personal exchange
between the mathematicians of your country and those of us who were
intimate with Clebsch’
1877 Cremona was hosted by Klein in Munich in January and in September,
when he took part in the meeting of the Naturforscherversammlung.
1877-78 Gregorio Ricci-Curbastro
1880 Luigi Bianchi and 1882 Giuseppe Veronese in Göttingen
1884 Giacinto Morera in Leipzig and Berlin
After 1886 when Klein established in Göttingen it became usual for Italians
to spend a period refining their mathematical apprenticeship in that
international centre of advanced specialisations:
Ernesto Pascal in 1888-89, Corrado Segre in 1891, Gino Fano in 1893,
G. Vailati in 1899, 1906, G. Castelnuovo in 1903, F. Enriques in 1904,
Vito Volterra in 1891, 1904 and 1914.

Travels and stays of foreign mathematicians in Italy and the contacts
established with their university colleagues helped to increase the publications in
the Annali.
B. Riemann, Sylvester, T.A. Hirst, L. Kronecker, Grassmann, Klein, Schwarz …
In particular we find the publication by Betti of his translation of Bernhard
Riemann's inaugural dissertation held in Gottingen in 1851
Thomas Archer Hirst (1830-1899)·who had visited Tortolini, Brioschi, and
Cremona in 1858 began to send his contributions that will be published in 1859
Excerpts of letters are published in the Annali
C. Hermite to Brioschi, L. Kronecker to Brioschi, W. Roberts to Tortolini,
Riemann to Betti, ….
Languages: Italian, French
(The British Cayley, Roberts, …published in French)

The role of translations, celebrations and biographies
 Riemann Fondamenti di una teoria generale delle funzioni di una
variabile complessa pubblicata a Gottingen nel 1851, 2, 1859 (E. Betti)
 Discorso commemorativo su G.P.L. Dirichlet pronunciato da Kummer (2)
III, 1869-70 (tr. F. Casorati)
 Alfredo Clebsch e i suoi lavori scientifici Saggio storico-critico per cura di
alcuni de’ suoi amici dal t. VII dei Math. Annalen (2) VI, 1873-75
 C. F. Gauss, Soluzione genale del problema: Rappresentare le parti di una
superficie data sopra … (tr. E. Beltrami)

 Nella solennità del centenario della nascita di C.F. Gauss, Discorso di E.
Schering (2) IX, 1878-79 (tr. E. Beltrami)

Mittag-Leffler in Italy – correspondence with Enrico Betti
Acta Mathematica

22 December 1883

Ayant eu l’occasion de lui offrir le
2ème volume de ce journal je lui ai
demandé s’il ne voudrait témoigné la
haute estime que nous portions ici en
Suède pour les mathématiques
d’Italie en offrant une décoration
suédoise élevée à vous cher
Monsieur, le plus digne représentant
de notre science dans votre pays. Il
m’accorde tout de suite la faveur
demandée …

Mittag-Leffler in Italy – correspondence with Enrico Betti

Mittag-Leffler to E. Betti, 21 January 1888

Je dois avant de finir ma lettre vous communiquer
que Eneström, qui a été mon secrétaire privé
jusqu’à la fin de l’année dernière, ne l’est plus. Á sa
place j’ai engagé M. E. Phragmen, un jeune homme,
dont l’honorabilité est aussi grand que son talent
mathématique est rare.
M. Eneström avait été attrapé à introduire à la
dérobée de certains recueils suédois des articles
contre les Acta Mathematica tendant en partie à
priver le journal de la subvention d’état qu’il reçoit,
en partie à déterminer les lycées en Suède de ne
plus s’abonner aux Acta.

Brioschi to Mittag-Leffler, 29 July 1888
“I have worked a great deal recently, and I have managed to give
to the resolution of equations of the sixth degree a new form, one
of great simplicity and clarity. But I must say to you frankly that
having other work in sight, and this month being for me the
moment mathématique, I wish to publish as soon as possible a
memoir on the resolution of equations of the 6th degree and I
would have thought of doing it in my Annali to do it quickly.
But your letter has left me in doubt, and I consequently ask you to
write to me if you can publish with the same speed. In that case I
will translate my memoir into French.”
[L. Turner 2012]

Relationships with the international scientific community

Corrado Segre
Algebraic Geometry
1863-1924

Giuseppe Peano
Analysis, Logic
1858-1932

Vito Volterra
Analysis, Physical
Mathematics
1860-1940

Göttingen

Spero però che ella abbia pure mandato degli esemplari ai sig.ri Halphen, Darboux,
Picard, Appel, Humbert. (…) Noi italiani, mi perdoni, abbiamo il gran difetto di non
saper far valere la nostra produzione scientifica: la teniamo sotto chiave, nascosta, per
modo e guisa che gli stranieri non riescono mai a conoscerla ed apprezzarla.
[Guccia to Volterra, 4.12.1887, Paoloni 1990, p. 16]
1888 Spring: Volterra in Paris; Summer in Engadina met G. Mittag-Leffler
Questi mi ha persuaso ad andare con lui in Germania nell’Harz ove si trova Weierstrass
e M.me Kowalevski, dicendomi poi che lungo il cammino si avrebbe avuto occasione di
vedere la maggior parte dei matematici tedeschi. Il viaggio mi porta molto lontano, ma
un’occasione più favorevole di questa per fare delle conoscenze non mi si poteva
presentare tanto facilmente ed io ho accettato molto volentieri l’invito gentile del
Mittag-Leffler.
[Volterra to Betti, 1.8.1888, Goodstein 2009]
Göttingen: Felix Klein, Hermann Schwarz; Halle: Georg Cantor; Marburg: Heinric
Weber; Heidelberg: Leo Königsberger; Wernigerode: Karl Weierstrass, Sofia
Kovalevski
Weierstrass lectures on Abelian integrals
Ho potuto vederli un poco; essi sono molto più interessanti delle lezioni che si fecero
copiare per la scuola qualche anno fa perché contengono una parte delle teorie di
Weierstrass che non si trovava ancora pubblicata né nota.
[Volterra to Betti, 1.8.1888, Goodstein 2009]

The model of Göttingen
F. Klein 1872-1875 Erlangen; 1875-1880 Munich;
1880-1886 Leipzig; 1886-1925 Göttingen
1895 -1920 D. Hilbert

Klein adopted an innovative style of teaching, initiating a tradition
of teaching that was essentially oral, based on a system of seminars
and colloquia on topics of advanced research.
F. Klein, The Evanston colloquium … 1893 … in Chicago… 1894
1849-1925

He was joined by David Hilbert in 1895, that he would carry out his
plan to create a School of mathematics, exerting from 1895 to 1920

a profound impact on mathematics and physics throughout the
world. Many factors contributed to the creation of a special
atmosphere that served as a model for several other important
centres for mathematical research. Göttingen exemplified a
dynamic new way of doing mathematics within a highly competitive
community in which the spoken word often carried more weight
than did information conveyed in written texts.
[Rowe 2004, p. 85]

Felix Klein as Segre’s ‘Maestro a distanza’
1878-1879 through Luigi Cremona, Enrico D’Ovidio (rector of
Torino University) came into contact with Klein (Munich) with the aim
to promote the internationalisation of mathematical knowledge. He
asked Klein for news about recent publications printed abroad and, for
example, begged to be kept informed about the publication of the
Vorlesungen über Geometrie by Clebsch and Lindemann.
1880 F. Klein corresponding member of the Torino Academy of Sciences
16 August 1883 C. Segre and G. Loria sent Klein the paper which arose out of
research carried out in their degree dissertations, written under D’Ovidio’s advisement,
Sur les espèces diverses de complexes du 2e degré des droites qui coupent
harmoniquement deux surfaces du second ordre. This memoir was influenced, in both
its contents and the method used, by the works of the German School (articles by A.
Weiler, T. Hirst and F. Schur, as well as those of Klein himself).
1883-1923 onset of an intense, on-going dialogue between Klein and Segre
For Segre Klein become -and remain ever after- a Maestro, first indirectly through the
reading of his works and exchanges of letters, and later directly through personal
meetings in Göttingen in 1891 and in Italy in 1899.

Felix Klein as Segre’s ‘Maestro’
C’est que, sans le savoir … vous êtes, Monsieur, pour nous non seulement un maître
mais aussi un ami, dont nous étudions les travaux avec passion, car c’est par eux
que nous avons commencé à vous connaître et à vous aimer.
[C. Segre to F. Klein, 7 Sept. 1883, Luciano-Roero 2012, p.83]
Segre to Klein: 22 September 1883, 3 January 1884, 8 February 1884, 27 March 1884

 1883-1888 the dialogue was essentially ‘asymmetrical’.
Segre discussed the topics he intended to tackle, in order to sound out Klein’s
opinions on originality, usefulness and importance, presented his difficulties, …
Klein suggested strategies to him for addressing them, he was able above all to
open Segre’s eyes to new horizons in cutting-edge mathematical knowledge, he
recommended him with indications of new papers.
It was by following the advice of Klein that Segre studied in depth the memoirs of
A. Weiler, A. Cayley, L. Schläfli, G. Darboux, T. Hirst, F. Schur, J. Sylvester, R.
Ball, K. Weierstrass, A. Ameseder, M. Nöther and B. Riemann.
These would have an impact on Segre’s courses in Higher Geometry in Turin, the
topics of which, changed each year, would become the legacy inherited by his first
disciples, G. Castelnuovo and G. Fano.
 1884-1886 Klein invited Segre to contribute to the Math. Annalen not only as an
author but also as a reviewer and reviser of the works in geometry and analysis

(after 1888)

Dialogues between equals

1888 after winning the chair in Higher Geometry, the relationship between Maestro
and disciple was transformed into a dialogue between equals, between two ‘leaders’
of mathematical Schools engaged in promoting and advancing their respective
traditions. The new dynamics between Segre and Klein are evident in both the
changes in the stylistic forms of the letters and in the subjects discussed.
 (new responsibilities) specific topics are alternated with comments on lectures
and students, on their training, on publishing policies, and on the most suitable
means for favouring the internationalisation of mathematical knowledge with
sojourns for study and translations.
 1890 Segre assumed the role of promoter and spokesman with Klein and
Hurwitz for the results of his friend Castelnuovo and of his student Fano.
Siccome nel prossimo anno scolastico io farò un corso di geometria sulle curve
algebriche di genere p nel quale svilupperò alcuni dei risultati da Lei ottenuti sulle
corrispondenze in generale, e particolarmente su quelle univoche, avrei piacere che
Ella mi suggerisse, se ne conosce, quei miglioramenti, quelle generalizzazioni che
Ella credesse opportuno di introdurre nei Suoi due importanti lavori.
[C. Segre to F. Klein, 29 July 1890, Luciano-Roero 2012, p. 156]

1886-1890 Publishing Initiatives promoted by Segre
Up to the 1880s, the desire to give an European dimension to his teaching led
Segre to overcome the ‘problem of language’, by becoming the promoter of the
Italian translations of several memoirs and treatises written in German.
1886 Segre expressed for the first time to Klein his interest in Beiträge zur
Geometrie der Lage and in 1887 he proposed that Mario Pieri carry out the Italian
translation of von Staudt’s book, asking Klein for his help in finding information
regarding his life and to ask authorisation.
 1889 Italian version of the Geometrie der Lage, Mario Pieri ed., (Torino, Bocca)
accompanied by a valuable Segre’s essay on von Staudt’s biography and his
contributions.
 1889 November Segre urged Klein to reprint his famous Erlangen Program,
of which he appreciated the ‘substantial identity between various
mathematical disciplines (in particular between analytical and geometrical
disciplines). The text, although held to be of capital importance, was not yet
well-known in Italy at the time.
 1890 Segre entrusted the work to Gino Fano, at that time still a student.
Carried out under Segre’s meticulous supervision, the Italian version of the
Program was compiled from a print copy in parallel with a manuscript draft
by F. Gerbaldi made available by E. D’Ovidio.
Annali di Matematica (2) 17, 1890, p. 307-343

Segre’s reasons to suggest Italian version of the Erlangen Program
The reasons for my proposing this work … do not consist for me only in the
historic interest, which this essay assumes from the multitude of research,
especially those of Mr Klein and his School, which were inspired to a greater or
lesser extent by almost twenty years of panoramic insights and to the profound
concepts that it contained. … Many general and ingenious ideas are to be found in
these pages, such as the substantial identity between different mathematical
disciplines (and in particular between analytical and geometrical disciplines!)
each of which represents the other when account is taken of the transformations
groups that underlie them; the various considerations about these groups; many
correct observations that shed the truest light on and specify in the best possible
way the character of many topics and doctrines, and especially of some of those
most discussed, such as that of generalised varieties, and non-Euclidean
geometry. All of these are things that are not sufficiently known and studied by
young people, or are known only by indirect ways. Let me draw the full attention
to these matters.
 1896 Francesco Giudice translated Klein’s Vortrage über ausgewahlte Fragen der
Elementargeometrie, Leipzig, Teubner, 1895.
F. Klein, Conferenze sopra alcune questioni di Geometria elementare (Torino Rosenberg-Sellier)
[G. Loria to F. Klein, 22 July 1895, Luciano-Roero 2012, p.183]

Italian versions of Klein’s writings in university teaching
 C. Segre’s forty handwritten Quaderni (1888-1924) regarding his courses
in Higher Geometry
[Terracini 1953; Giacardi 2001, 2002, Conte-Giacardi 2013]

 G. Castelnuovo’s forty-nine notebooks (1903-1923) in Rome univ.
 the thirty-five Taccuini by A. Terracini related to courses in Higher Geometry,
Complementary Mathematics, Higher Mathematics and Probability Theory.
Through the considerable number of quotations from works by Klein they show the
breadth of dissemination of his results and ‘views’.

 G. Fano’s and other assistents’ handwritten Quaderni regarding courses
in Higher Geometry (Torino univ.)
 In Italian Universities began to be requests the lithographs of the
lectures of Klein and Hilbert. A large collection of Klein’s lithograph
courses were either brought back to Italy by Fano or sent by Klein to the
professors. Nicht-Euklidische Geometrie I, Vorlesung … 1889-90 von F. Klein Ausgearbeitet von Fr.
Schilling, Göttingen, 1893; N.-E. Geometrie II, Vorlesung …, Göttingen, 1893 (Fano G 95); F. KLEIN,
Einleitung in die höhere Geometrie I, Vorlesung gehalten im Wintersemester 1892-93 von F. Klein
Ausgearbeitet von Fr. Schilling, Göttingen, 1893 (Fano G 36)

1891 Segre’s Travels to Germany and stay in
Göttingen
1891 June-August Segre visited Frankfurt am Main, Berlin, Nuremberg, Dresden,
Munich, Leipzig and Göttingen, where he met T. Reye, M. Cantor, K. Rohn, M.
Nöther, F. Klein and W. Von Dyck.
The trip offered him both the opportunity to visit scientific institutions (observatories)
and to keep him up to date with the most recent publications (new ed. of T. Reye’s
Geometrie der Lage, the 2nd vol. of M. Cantor’s Vorlesungen über Geschichte der
Mathematik and Hurwitz’s writings on Riemann surfaces and on the theory of ideals.
He also seized the opportunity to promote Italian studies in algebraic geometry
outside of Italy. In particular, with Klein, Nöther and Rohn.

Chi non è stato qui, non può immaginare che razza d’uomo è Klein e
che specie di organizzazione egli ha saputo, con un’abilità che nessun
altro può avere, imporre agli studi matematici in quest’Università. È
una cosa che m’ha fatto un’impressione straordinaria. E sì che di
impressioni vivissime da parte degli scienziati ne ho già avute
parecchie in questo viaggio!’
[C. Segre to G. Castelnuovo, 30 June 1891]

1893-94 Gino Fano in Göttingen and Erlangen
Fano arrived in Göttingen in October 1893 to
spend the winter semester. He attended Klein’s
lectures on functions and hypergeometric
series, as well as a course by Weber on the
theory of algebraic numbers.
He also gave some talks himself at the
Mathematische Gesellschaft, in which he
illustrated the results of the Italian School of
geometry, contributing to their diffusion.
Il soggiorno a Göttingen favorì in lui il pieno maturarsi di certi modi di
pensare già appresi alla scuola dei Maestri italiani; anzitutto la tendenza
alla valorizzazione di quei procedimenti di scoperta che si sogliono
sintetizzare col termine alquanto vago di intuizione.’
[A. Terracini, Commemorazione, 1953, p. 704]

Erlangen summer of 1894 Fano met Max Nöther, with whom he discussed
Enriques’s discovery of the existence of non-rational surfaces of genre 0.
[F. Enriques to G. Castelnuovo, 29.8.1894, Conte 1994, p. 106]

Travels of foreign researchers and stay of study in Torino
Thanks to the good relationships that he established with German
mathematicians, Segre became known outside Italy for his courses, bringing
foreign researchers to Torino, some of whom were linked to Göttingen, as
William H. Young and his wife Grace Chisholm (1895 PhD thesis with Klein)
1884 Friedrich H. Schur in Torino
1891 Adolf Hurwitz was in Pontresina with Segre and Castelnuovo
1897 October Ferdinand Lindemann [Segre to Volterra, 27.10.1897]
1898-99 W. H. Young and G. Chisholm Young [Grattan-Guinness 1972]
1899 Felix Klein in Torino to discuss the papers of the Encyclopädie der
Mathematischen Wissenschaften
[Klein to Volterra, 27 Jan.1899, Paoloni 1990, p.77]
1900 June Hieronymous G. Zeuthen [Segre to Volterra, 13.6.1900]

Luisa Viriglio
1879-1955

The editorial activity (1903-1924)
Se ne sei ancora in tempo, ti pregherei di considerare se, per un riguardo,
dirò, nazionale, non ti paja meglio di non dare ai Math. Ann. ma bensì agli
Annali di mat. (od altra raccolta italiana) il tuo importante lavoro. …
Perché quando si dovrà citare la tua scoperta si dovrebbe nominare un
periodico estero? Gli stranieri si abituino a leggere le nostre raccolte. Per
altre cose, ad es. per quelle che ti chiese il Klein, non dico. Ma per questa
proprio preferirei gli Annali di mat.
[C. Segre to G. Castelnuovo, 26.9.1893, Bottazzini-Conte-Gario 1996, p. 671]

Io vorrei veder stampato questo lavoro nei
Mathem. Ann. da Lei diretti, affinché
questi risultati possano avere quella larga
pubblicità che solo dal Suo giornale è
possibile ottenere.
[F. Amodeo to F. Klein, 2.6.1900, Luciano-Roero
2012, p. 202]

Circulation of textes
Je Vous remercie bien vivement pour
l’envoi de Votre nouveau travail “Über
die Grundlagen der Geometrie”. Je vais
le lire et l’étudier avec le plus grand
intérêt: d’autant plus que je me propose
de faire cette année un cours de leçons sur
la géométrie non-euclidienne. J’espère
pouvoir profiter aussi pour ce cours de la
nouvelle “Begründung der BolyaiLobatschefskij’schen Geometrie” que
Vous promettez vers la fin de ce travail! Si
ce n’est pas une indiscrétion, pourrais-je
Vous prier de me faire connaître au plus
tôt cette nouvelle Begründung, par
exemple en m’envoyant une épreuve de
Votre mémoire?
[C. Segre to D. Hilbert, 30.10.1902, Luciano-Roero
2012, p. 203]

[C. Segre, Quaderno 16, Lezioni di
Geometria non Euclidea, 1902-03]

Circulation of textes
 Circulation of textes, papers, litographies from his disciplines to foreign
scholars (correspondences with Nöther, Zeuthen, Schur, Hurwitz, …)

Je me suis mis en correspondance, par l’intermédiaire de Segre, de Turin,
avec M. Beppo Levi dont je t’ai emprunté deux notes. Il m’écrit: Je dois
avouer que j’ai trouvé dans mes démonstrations quelques lacunes, etc;
d’autres occupations m’ont détourné provisoirement de ces recherches, etc.
[R. Baire to E. Borel, 16.12.1903, Dugac 1990, p. 65]

Mes théorèmes invoqués par Fatou sont mis en doute actuellement par
Beppo Levi dans les Rendiconti dei Lincei. Beppo Levi n’a pas su rétablir
quelques raisonnements intermédiaires simples et il s’est cassé le nez sur
une faute de rédaction grave que Montel m’a jadis signalée et qu’il est facile
de réparer. Naturellement j’ai commencé par rédiger une note ou je
l’attrapais comme du poisson pourri puis, sur une lettre de Segre, et parce
que ce n’est pas le moyen d’acquérir une réputation mondiale que
d’attraper ceux qui s’occupent de mes histoires, j’ai été moins dur.
[H. Lebesgue to E. Borel, 1.6.1906, Bru-Dugac 1991, p. 148-149]

The Encyklopädie der Mathematischen
Wissenshaften (1912-1920)

Above all we will try, even though we are not directly involved in the actual
circumstances, to assure the survival of our scientific undertakings. This
refers especially to the work on the mathematical encyclopaedia. I am happy
to hear from Mohrmann that the completion of the essays written by you
and Enriques on algebraic curves are coming to a good end. Having
already taken charge of the chapter on correspondences, Mohrmann first of
all approached Berzolari, whose previous careful work had earned him the
special sympathy of the editorial team of the third volume. The article by
Loria is a good as finished, the very detailed and extremely carefully
crafted article by Segre is in the phase of being translated by Mohrmann. I
hope that you are well in this critical period. We are all involved in these
immense events, when not personally, then through the involvement of
members of our family, but this is not the place to comment on that.
[F. Klein to G. Castelnuovo, 4.3.1915, Luciano-Roero 2012, p. 209-211]

A new generation of mathematicians working in politics
Risorgimento 1848-1860 and the Unification of Italy 1861
A. Genocchi, E. Betti, P. Tardy, F. Brioschi, O.F. Mossotti, Q. Sella, L. Cremona,
… who had the same ‘ideals’ and a passion in common for maths research
Numerous are the archives of correspondence of the leading mathematicians of the
Risorgimento with foreign mathematicians - some are published, others in press
Enrico Betti: Borchardt, Hermite, Hoüel, Klein, Kronecker, Mittag-Leffler, Riemann, Schwarz,
Sylvester, Wiedemann, … (Archive Betti, Pise)
Felice Casorati: Boole, Cayley, Todhunter, Sylvester, Craig, Halphen, Klein, Kronecker,
Kummer, Catalan, Dedekind, Fuchs, Hoüel,Mittag-Leffler,…(Pavia)
Luigi Cremona: Baltzer, Catalan, Cayley, Chasles, Christoffel, Clebsch, Coolidge, Curtze,
Darboux, Dewulf, Grunert, Hoüel, de Jonquières, Klein, Kronecker, Lie, Lipschitz, Neumann,
Nöther, Prohuet, Reye, Salmon, Schläfli, Sturm, Wiedemann, Zeuthen,…(Library Dept Math
Roma La Sapienza)
Francesco Brioschi: Cayley, Christoffel, Eggenberger, Graf, Hermite, Jordan, Klein, Krause,
Kronecker,Meyer,…(Milan archives)
Angelo Genocchi: Catalan, Hermite, Hoüel, Kronecker, Lebesgue, Lucas, Schwarz
…(Piacenza)
Eugenio Beltrami: Boussinesq, Darboux, Dedekind, Duhem, Helmholtz, Hermite Hilbert,
Hoüel, Killing, Klein, Königsberger, Kovalevskaya, Lipschitz, Mittag-Leffler, Schläfli, Schwarz,
Wiedemann, …
Placido Tardy: Cayley, Klein, Schläfli, Sylvester, ... (U Lib. Genova) …

